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  There are those scenarios in the world of pallet 

storage where the business calls for requiring many 

pallets of goods on hand, yet the SKUs are but a few.  

Such convergence is an opportunity to investigate 

high-density deep-lane pallet storage.  In this solution 

shoot out, you will learn about three levels of such 

technology to maximize your space utilization while 

satisfying demand.  We will compare the features, 

constraints and rewards of deep-lane warehousing that 

is enabled with either a fork truck, an Automated 

Guided Vehicle or an Automated Storage and Retrieval 

Machine.  We will also explore the ancillary system 

considerations such as software, building implications, 

flexibility, and investment. 

Abstract 
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 Why Deep Lane Rack Storage? 

 Traditional Deep Lane Solutions 

 Deep-lane shuttle-based technology 

 Deep-lane applications: 

- Fork Trucks 

- Automated Guided Vehicles (AGV)  

- Captive-aisle storage & retrieval machine (SRM) 

- High Throughput multi-tier systems 

 Key Takeaways 

 Session Smarts 

 Questions  

 

 

 

Agenda 



Why Deep Lane Rack Storage? 
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 Large quantity of pallets per SKU / Lot 

 Space Utilization  

- Less aisles per load 

- Higher utilization of storage spaces  

     (verses deep lane block stacking) 

- Achieve greater heights with automation 

 Better control of inventory 

 



Traditional Deep Lane Solutions 
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 Block stacking on floor 

- Inexpensive  

- Flexible 

- Load stability important 

- More challenging to control 

- Lower space Utilization 

- Damage / Crush  



Traditional Deep Lane Solutions 
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 Flow Rack 



Traditional Deep Lane Solutions 
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 Flow Rack 

- Highly efficient  

- Requires sound pallets 

- Manage “back pressure” 

- Dependent on gravity 

- Wear of in-rack components 



Traditional Deep Lane Solutions 
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 Push Back Rack 

- Last in, First out (LIFO) 

- Increases fork truck efficiency 

- Typically limited to 5 deep 

 

 



Traditional Deep Lane Solutions 
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 Drive-in 



Traditional Deep Lane Solutions 
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 Drive-in Rack 

- Cost effective cube 

- Limited LIFO / FIFO 

- Pallet integrity 

- Potential for rack damage 



What is Deep-lane Shuttle-based Technology? 
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 Autonomous, battery or capacitor powered 

vehicles 

 Manage pallet movement within the rack 

 Travel on formed channels under the loads 

 RF communications for control 

 

 Quick charge battery 

 Lasts about 6 - 7 hours 



What is Deep-lane Shuttle-based Technology? 
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What is deep-lane shuttle-based Technology? 



Deep-lane Shuttle-based Technology 
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 Concept:  

- Shuttle handles the in-rack movements 

- Saves fork truck travel time  

 Benefits: 

- Effective use of cube 

- Allows very long lanes without concerns 

of load “hang-ups”, backpressure or 

damage from fork trucks 

- Labor savings, keep trucks working 

- Positive load handling 

- Software can provide simple or dynamic 

control to provide different levels of 

density 

- FIFO or LIFO – Your Choice 

 

 

 

 Shortcomings: 

- Placement and movement of shuttle 

important to productivity 

- Sized correctly for number of 

shuttles and batteries 

- Requires preventive maintenance 

vs. static rack 

- Batteries, charging, battery 

management, etc. 

 

 

 

 



“Debate” Three Handling Methods 
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 Carlos – Fork Truck based handling  

 Doug – Automated Guided Vehicles (AGVs) 

 Bob – Captive aisle SRMs 

 



Carlos Oliver - Frazier 

Fork truck based handling method 
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Fork Truck Operation 
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 Operator or WMS determines storage lane 

 Operator retrieves shuttle, places in the lane 

 Operator via RF instructs shuttle to move 

 Operator confirms deposit of load on shuttle 

via WMS function or manual 



Typical Commands 
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 DEP-Deposit, single Pallet IN 

 RET-Retrieve, single Pallet OUT 

 AD-Auto Deposit, multiple Pallets IN 

 AR-Auto Retrieve, multiple Pallets OUT 

 SHUF-Shuffle pallets to the Home position 

 SC-Stock Count, identifying # of pallets in lane             

 



Fork Truck Application 
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Summary – Fork Trucks 
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 Fork Truck Based:  

- Still the solution of choice for a 

majority of warehouses around the 

world 

- Manual tracking or WMS 

- Operator controls Shuttle via RF  

 Benefits: 

- Low initial investment 

- Flexible (can handle daily, 

seasonal spikes) 

- Can accommodate out of tolerance 

rack and floors 

- Able to do other tasks within facility 

 

 

 

 

 Shortcomings: 

- Labor costs 

- Damage by operators 

- Maintenance and Longevity 

- Accuracy dependent on 

personnel 

 

 

 



Doug Emmons - Dematic 

AGV based handling method 
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AGVS 
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 Basically an Automated Fork Truck 

 Computer controlled movements 

 Typically laser-guided 

 Software manages the shuttle 

 Host level inventory control 

 Consistent / Accurate 



AGVS 
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Summary - AGVs 
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 AGV Based:  

- Autonomous battery powered vehicles 

handling autonomous battery powered 

vehicles 

- Fully automated process 

- Integrated inventory management 

- Integrated battery management 

 Benefits: 

- Automated, accurate, predictable 

- Easily Expandable (vehicles and guide 

path) 

- Real-time information 

- Able to do other tasks w/in facility 

- Can migrate your existing fork truck 

based system to AGVS 

 

 

 Shortcomings: 

- Requires more strict rack and floor 

tolerance 

- Usually requires a 2 or 3 shift 

operation to justify due to controlled 

speeds 

- Higher initial cost than fork trucks 

 

 

 

 



SRM based handling method 
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Captive aisle SRM 
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 Captive aisle, direct power 

 High speed 

 Max capacity to max height 

 Heights to 120 feet 

 Shuttles can be autonomous or tethered 

 

 

 



Captive-aisle SRM 
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SRM 
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High Throughput Configurations  



 

Lifts with Multiple Shuttle Transporters 

 Deep-lane shuttle carried by Aisle 

shuttle 

 Roaming shuttles deployed off single 

Aisle shuttle 

 Storage lanes configurable for both 

FIFO flow through input / output 

 Storage lanes configurable for FIFO 

storage from one or both ends 

 Storage lanes configurable for single 

and multiple skus 



Summary - SRM 
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 Captive-aisle SRM Based:  

- Fixed rail, top guided  technology 

- Fully automated process 

- Integrated Inventory management 

 Benefits: 

- Highest throughput capability per 

vehicle 

- Can be readily charged on SRM 

- Potential for the highest capacity 

per square foot of warehouse 

- Highly robust and proven 

technology 

- No labor costs 

- No load damage 

 

 

 Shortcomings: 

- Captive, one use 

- Fixed footprint, expansion 

- Typical system requires engineered 

rack 

- High initial investment 

- System typically sized for peak 

throughput making it underutilized in 

slower times  

 



Summary 
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 Deep-lane Shuttle-based Technology Provides: 

- Benefits of dense storage with less time spent handling 
loads within the rack 

- Forgiving of less than ideal pallet quality 

- Reduces product damage 

- Increases density per square foot 

- Supports FIFO or LIFO  

- Potential for use with material handling automation 

 Further reducing labor costs 

 Accuracy / Predictability 

 Reduces rack damage 

- Shuttle fleet de-coupled from material handling fleet 
allowing simultaneous activities 

 



Density / Capital 

Manual operation with floor 
stacking or racking and 
Fork Lifts

Deep Lane Forklift / AGV - low SKU or 
consistent SKUs, space constrained 
facility, etc.
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Comparison Matrix 
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Through

put 

Capital 

Cost 

Labor 

Costs 

Ownership 

Costs 

Floor 

Space 

Longevity 

Conventional 

Lift Trucks 

Low to 

Medium 
$ $$$ $$ Large 5- 7 Years 

Automated 

Guided 

Vehicles 

(AGVs) 

Low to 

Medium 
$$ $$ $$ Medium 10+ 

Captive –

Aisle 

Storage & 

Retrieval 

Systems 

High $$$ $ $ Small 20+ 



Key Takeaways 
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 Deep lane shuttle based technology is a 

productivity improving alternative to 

conventional deep lane storage solutions – 

positive handling and labor savings are key 

benefits 

 

 Each of the three handling technologies have 

their place in different applications depending 

on volume, space and labor data 
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 www.frazier.com 

 www.dematicplanet.com 

 www.dematic.com 

 

Session Smarts 
Additional Resources 


